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Communicative Dynamism and Nonverbal Elements       
(a study in functional sentence perspective, bodily movements and 

communication strategy) 

Lenka Sedlá ová 

Abstract 

The paper deals with the issue of communicative dynamism. It investigates the relation between 
speech and nonverbal features performed by the American actors in the American feature film 
American Beauty (1999). It discusses different approaches to communicative dynamism and presents 
conclusions based on the gesture-speech analysis within the theory of functional sentence perspective. 
It introduces the concept of visual prominence and presents the statistics showing the co-occurrences 
between speech and the places of visual prominence. 
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communication as a dynamic phenomenon, therefore he considers it necessary to take its 
dynamic character into account when carrying out linguistic analysis.  

Drawing on Firbas, Aleš Svoboda summarizes that the communicative dynamism (CD) of
particular sentence elements can be compared in terms of the relative degrees of CD carried 
by them. What determines the relative degree of communicative dynamism is the interplay of 
the four factors at the moment of utterance, i.e. linearity, semantics, context and intonation. 
Relative degrees of communicative dynamism represent degrees of communicative 
importance (Firbas “Functional view”, Svoboda Encyklopedický 2002). 
     McNeill makes an attempt to adopt Firbas’s concept of communicative dynamism in his 
Hand and Mind (What Gestures Reveal about Thought) (1992), though he does not stick to 
the original Firbas’s definition of CD (first introduced in Firbas “K otázce”). McNeill does
not consider Firbas’s four factors and their interplay. He only seems to select one of them – 
context - defining it in different words. To support my claim I quote his statement that “Since 
word order is insufficient as an index of CD in English, we need some other measure. I have 
chosen the amount of linguistic material used to make the reference.” (McNeill Hand 210). 
The discrepancy between McNeill’s and Firbas’s or Svoboda’s conception of communicative 
dynamism is thus apparent, although the basic notion of it concerning “pushing the 
communication forward” (Firbas “Functional view” 30-31; McNeill Hand 207) might 
overlap.  
     When discussing communicative dynamism, McNeill states that “the discourse structure 
not only has a highly differentiated effect on the types of gesture that a speaker performs but it 
also is a major determinant of when a gesture is likely to occur, and of how complex it is if it 
does occur” (McNeill Hand 206-207).  Approaching the issue of gesture-speech correlations 
from his perspective, McNeill argues that “Variations in CD [communicative dynamism] have 
a decisive effect on the occurrence of gestures. Gestures appear at the peaks of the CD on 
their level; points of low CD tend to be devoid of gestures of any type.” (207-208). 
Furthermore, McNeill divides his considerations on communicative dynamism and gesture 
into those concerning sentence level and those at the level of episode, i.e. text.  

On the former topic he concludes that “the greater the CD the (a) more probable the 
occurrence of a gesture, and (b) the more kinesic complexity the speaker will devote to it, if a 
gesture occurs at all.” He expects the correlation between “a function of increasing CD” (208) 
and gestures as follows: highly thematic references are accompanied by no gesture, beats, 
pointing on the narrative level, observer-voice iconics with one hand and some highlighting, 
observer-voice iconics with two differentiated hands and finally character-voice iconics, 
which signal the places of the highest communicative dynamism according to McNeill (208-
209).  
     The latter subchapter in McNeill’s book is titled Dynamics at the Episode Level (McNeill
Hand 213-217). It attempts to describe “peaks of CD on the text and representational event 
lines” (213). In terms of Firbas’s theory of functional sentence perspective, the analyses 
presented in the above-mentioned subchapter investigate the relation between occurrence of 
gestures and the context-dependence of their semantically connected spoken counterparts. The 
results show that gestures seem to mainly accompany newly or recently introduced elements, 
which once established, do not require the nonverbal parallel any more. 

Unlike McNeill, Kendon does not mention the concept of communicative dynamism at all. 
However, he speaks about “the high information word of the phrase” and its coordination with 
the stroke phase of the gesture (Kendon Gesture 119). Commenting on the gesture-speech 
issue, he claims that the tonic centre of the tone unit, the high information word or the 
information centre of the speech phrase and the stroke of the gesture phrase all occur at one 
moment (125). 
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